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H E A D S 		
UP
Mrs Cullen joined Sexey’s in September 2018. We meet with her one year
on in an exclusive interview to find out what are our biggest challenges, and
greatest successes.....
Reporting by Emily Dillon, Imogen Bartin, Izzie Love and Daisy Spicer-Ralfe

What are the school’s strengths?
One of our greatest strengths is the strong relationships students have with staff here. Students’
commitment to extracurricular activities and the sporting success of the school are also things to
be proud of. I am proud of the GCSE and A-level results, which are extremely strong and above
the average each year.												
		
What are the school’s weaknesses?
Consistency around things such as rules and behaviour management is something we’re
working on, as well as making lessons more exciting and engaging for everyone. 			
What are we currently doing to improve the school?
The main priority is safeguarding,and we’ve done lots to improve it. We have the school
S.A.F.E. day coming up in October, which I’m excited about. Another improvement is a change
in teaching and learning policies. These include: Low stakes memory quizzes instead of silent
starters to improve students’ memory recall for GCSE, we have changed tutor times to improve
the mind set for the next lessons, and have allocated individual tutors for year groups rather
than mixed groups, as well as reading time for the whole school to further develop grammar and
reading ability.
What parts of the school are you most proud of?
The students in particular as well as the great staff and amazing sporting achievements. I used
to be a P.E teacher so I especially enjoy when we do well on the playing fields!				
														
Tea or coffee!?
Tea, with cake not a biscuit!
														
Finally, are Jaffa cakes a cake or a biscuit?
Tricky one, they are a cake but you would treat them as if they were a biscuit as you can dunk
them. They are my weakness! You can’t just eat one!
www.sexeys.somerset.sch.uk
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MARCHING FOR CHANGE

Climate change is a big issue in
I was really moved by attending
Climate change is not something
today’s society. It is a problem
the march, and would really
to ignore, it is a real problem we
that is becoming more prominent, encourage everyone to help in
are facing and with everyone’s
however many people still ignore any way they can, whether that is help, there is hope to combat it.
the ever-growing issues we are
going to marches, or just cutting
					
facing. 					down on plastic in general. Many
A huge step was taken earlier this
					marches and strikes continue to
year when Glastonbury Festival
Greta Thunberg, a sixteen-yearhappen on a regular basis, such as went plastic free! The one and
old girl passionate about our
the one in Bristol, and we share
only Sir David Attenborough
climate and future, began to
some top tips in this edition of
made a special appearance on the
strike outside her government
the magazine for how you can do Pyramid Stage and expressed his
building in Sweden. Since then,
your bit too. 				
joy for Glastonbury’s decision.
this movement has grown and
									
millions of people around the
If this behaviour continues, there
world have been striking for our
is hope for climate change. 		
collective future.
				
				
Reporting by Izzie Love
On March 15th 2019, I also took
part in a climate strike march
in Bristol. Greta herself initially
DID YOU KNOW?
put the march forward, and
DID YOU KNOW??
thousands of marches around the
world took place on this day.
				
The atmosphere was electric,
everyone was there for the same At each march there are different
Unlike previous years, 99%
reason; they were united. There
motivational speakers to listen to
of all tents at Glastonbury
were many signs and posters
and learn from. The Bristol march
were actually taken home
held up and key speakers from
took place on College Green,
organisations such as Greenpeace outside a government building,
this year!
shared their thoughts on climate
and then continued through the
change.				
city. This was to raise as much
awareness as possible.			
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TOP
TIPS
COMPILED
BY I M O G E N
BARTIN

LOOKING TO MAKE A
C HAN GE BUT D ON ’ T KNOW
W H E R E T O S TA R T ? L O O K N O
FURTHER ...

REDUCE

single-use plastic use

Single-use plastics include a variety of objects: straws, bottles,
and plastic cups. These are usually only used once and then
thrown away, creating a waste of 160 million tons a year – half
of the total plastic waste. Ways you can help to cut down on
these are: buy a metal straw or choose to not use one at all;
get a reusable water bottle and fill it up each morning – there
are fountains around school to do this. Many cafes will give
you 25p off your drink if you bring a reusable cup.

Save water!
There are many small things you
can do to save water.You can take
showers under 5 minutes or turn
off the water when you’re brushing
your teeth. A great way to save
water is to go vegetarian or vegan
for at least one day a week. A cow
can consume up to 30 gallons a
day – that’s 136 litres! The school’s
hot meals always have a vegetarian
option to choose.u

FIND
transport

SHOP AT A NON WASTE SHOP
There are plenty of zero plastic shops around
in Yeovil, Wells, Castle Cary for starters. The
shop in Castle Cary has a range of items
including: spices, beans and even toothpaste,
olive oils and vinegars. There are many other
shops nearby for fresh produce like fruits,
vegetables and different cuts of meat.

alternative
Cars produce CO2 emissions and
so if you are within walking distance
to school it’s a lot better to walk,
especially on a sunny day. If you
are not, however, Sexey’s magazine
team is currently campaigning to get
bike racks for the school to make
it easier for everyone to cycle in.
If you can’t then it’s a good idea
to have a look at bus timetables –
buses run all day, everyday and it’s a
good way to cut down on CO2.
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Use a
shampoo
bar
Lush has shampoo bars that you can use
instead of shampoo in plastic bottles – you can
choose to have it in a paper bag or a travel tin.
Alternatively, you can choose to make your own.
The Soap Kitchen online has ‘Melt and Pour’
soaps and shampoo bars for you to choose a
mould and scent. We’ve tested them and they’re
ok!
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POETRY
CORNER

The children are fighting,
What have we done?
A little girl walks down the hall,
She wants to be a scientist one day,
But the other kids make fun of her,
So she doesn’t come to school today.
What have we done?
The teenagers next door to her,
They smoke and drink and get high,
Resorting back to violence, as their only way to survive.
What have we done?
She sees her best friend the next day,
Covering a black eye,
But the only thing her hand can’t cover,
Is the abuse she’s dealing with inside.
The children are fighting,
What have we done?
The people are fighting,
What have we done?
A gang is around the corner,
Carrying drugs and knives,
But what can they do?
It’s either stay here,
Or be fearing for their lives.
What have we done?
The people in Syria,
That we seem to be forgetting,
Their country devastated by war,
Does our world need resetting?
What have we done?
Those struggling with mental health,
Fighting not with the world,
But their own minds,
Having to go through a silent battle,
Maybe thousands of times.
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Written by Rosie Goffe,
Year 9 (now 10)

The people are fighting,
What have we done?
Our world is fighting,
What have we done?
Everyday, women
are fearing for their lives,
Dealing with rape culture,
misogyny and disrespect,
Taught our only goal is to be wives.
What have we done?
People of colour,
Still
fearing for their lives.
Shouldn’t
we have moved passed this?
Why has this cruelty been revived.
What have we done?
Our leaders are
incapable of their jobs,
The citizens are
fearing for their lives,
Scared their kids might
be shot down in school,
And minorities told they
don’t deserve human rights.
What have we done? What
has our world come to?
And what does it take,
For people to realise, We
are slowly destroying our planet,
Our people,
Right before our eyes.
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F RO M TH E
BOA R D I N G
HOUSES...

REPO
SCHO RTS FROM
BY E OL MUSI A HIGH
MILY
C
DILL AL...
ON

About the musical: Charlie Cool’s is a café
in the centre of a small town, somewhere
in Britain during the 1950’s, where you can
enjoy a milkshake and a laugh away from
nagging parents and the pressures of school.
It’s where friends chat, hearts break and the
elusive love of your life is an ever-changing,
eternal possibility...
We really enjoyed this brand new musical
with libretto and lyrics by Mrs Kiddell and
music by Mr Badley. The songs were really
upbeat and had us all dancing in our seats.
The set design (by Alice Saxton and Mrs
Kiddell) was especially striking and the props
brought it all to life. Well done to all the
actors (especially those singing solos!) and to
the amazing band - it was a great night out!
Liv Reid, Lisbury boarder, spoke about her
experiences of working behind the scenes:
“We worked on the props and practising hair
and makeup for three weeks in the boarding
house, with Mrs Scannell. I’ve loved it - I’d
definitely like to do more backstage work in
the future. My favourite thing was making the
coca cola bottles from old orange juice bottles,
which we painted brown with acrylic paint.
Great to see it all come to life in the show!
Good job everyone!”
Charlie Cool’s ran from 10th-12th July 2019. A
rave review from What’s on Somerset magazine
can be read on the school website.
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SCHOOL
report

Profiling the weird and wonderful from around school...

On the 4th July 2019, Sophie P and
Rosie S handcuffed themselves
together for 24 hours. Impressed by
their dedication, the magazine team
sat down with them to ask a few
questions about their experience…
Can you explain what you were doing?
We handcuffed ourselves together for 24
hours to raise money for Cancer Research
UK and the Marine Conservation Society,
two charities that are really close to our
hearts.							
							
What were the biggest challenges you
faced?
Getting changed was a big one- sleeping too,
because we both move around a lot. Little
things like lessons changed a lot too. We
definitely got a bit annoyed at each other by
the end!

Heard something weird and wonderful? Send ideas and comments to: schoolmagazine@
sexeys.somerset.sch.uk. We welcome contributors to the next issue too!
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